
Zentangle Self-Response:
Answer the following questions, using complete sentences;

Responding: Where did you succeed best in this project?  Where is an area you hope to improve?

Using Knowledge: How well did you use your learned knowledge of zentangles to complete the 
composition of your pen drawing? Are there multiple patterns and multiple lines?

0 1            2 3            4 5             6 7             8

I did not use zentangles 
to create my image. I 

do not understand what 
a zentangle is.

I understand how to 
create a zentangle, but 

my finished project 
shows very little change 

and examples of 
zentangles.

 I could have worked 
better to include more 
pattern. My project is 
incomplete/shows few 
types of zentangles.

My completed project 
shows many 

zentangles, however, I 
could have spent more 

time on my details.

My completed 
composition shows 

many zentangles and 
types of lines.  I took 
my time to complete 
lots of detail in every 

space.

Developing Skills: Did you use Sharpie markers to show thin/thick lines in your design? Is the mark 
making controlled and good craftsmanship (neatness) is evident throughout the 
project?  Was your collage image cut using the exacto knife?

0 1            2 3            4 5             6 7             8

Incomplete. My Sharpie marks and 
cutting were rushed.  
Lines are messy.  I 

need to practice using 
the material more.

My Sharpie marks are 
messy.  I could have 

spent more time on my 
craftsmanship to 

improve the overall 
artwork quality.

My artwork is done well.  
There were a few 

places where my marks 
start to become messy.

All areas of my artwork 
express controlled 
Sharpie marks.  My 
image was cut out 

neatly using an exacto 
knife.

Thinking Creatively: Is your cropped image incorporated into your zentangle lines.  Collage works 
well together. 

0 1            2 3            4 5             6 7             8

I did not include a 
collage.

My image is not 
incorporated with the 

design.  It stands alone.

My image works with 
the zentangles, but 

doesn't quite use the 
zentangles to support 

the image.

My image is 
incorporated into the 
zentangles.  I could 

have 

I carefully chose my 
image to incorporate 

with the zentangle 
designs.  It was placed 

with a plan and high 
creative thought.

name: ______________________


